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Abstract
Algorithmsbasedon probability theory can address issues
of uncertainty directly through their representational
frameworkand their theory for data combination.In this
paper, we discuss the advantages of probabilistie
formulationsfor molecular-structure
calculations, describe
one implementationof such a formulation, and showits
performanceon a data set derived from analysis of the
statistical correlationswithina set of alignedtransfer RNA
sequences.
By assigning reasonable physical
interpretationsto certain statistical correlations,weare able
to calculate three-dimensionalstructures for tRNAfroma
randomstarting structure. Theconstraints that we use are
associatedwithdifferent variances,andso their effects are
not uniform, and must be reconciled by a probabilistic
algorithmto yield the mostlikely structure. Asmightbe
predicted,the uncertaintyin the positionfor eachbaseis a
functionof boththe number
and strengthof the constraints,
and is reflected in the variances in atomic position
calculated by the algorithm.For example,the hingeregion
in the tRNAis shownto be the most uncertain. In
addition, the algorithmretains informationaboutpositional
covariation that is useful for understanding the
relationships betweendifferent parts of the structure.
Theseexperimentsalso demonstratethat we can def’mea
single-sphererepresentationfor eachbasethat is useful for
nucleic acid structural calculations in the samewaythat
alpha-carbon representations are useful for protein
structuralcalculations.

Introduction
The determination of molecular structure is one of the key
goals in molecular biology. The humangenomeproject is
already producing large numbersof sequential data, and
there is a need for efficient methodsfor determining the
structures
that correspond to these sequences.
Experimental methods have been the primary meanfs of
structure definition, but are subject to problemsof high
cost and biased sampling of structure-space[l,
2].
Techniques for sequence analysis provide information
about likely structural features based on prediction of
secondary structure [3, 4], prediction of structural class
[5], and prediction of functional class[6]. There is also
an increasing amount of information available based on
the detailed
analysis
of known molecular
microenvironments, that shed light, for example, on the
ways in which nucleic acid base pairs or aminoacid side
chains interact[7, 8].
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Mostof the information derived from analysis of structure
or sequence does not perfectly discriminate amongthe
various possibilities; rather, continuumsof possibilities
exist with relative likelihoods that vary within different
contexts. Thus, the information is often not, in isolation,
sufficient to makea clear structural assignment. Instead,
data sources often suggests that certain possibilities are
more likely than are others. Similarly, there are often
experimentaldata sets that are not sufficient to define an
entire structure clearly, but provide useful information
about aspects of the structure. The problemof structure
prediction,
then, can be viewed as a problem of
combining multiple, probabilistic data sources, and
arriving at a consensus structure that reflects the
information contained within these data sources. An
important subproblem is def’ming a framework within
which these data sources can be combined.
Methodsbased on energy minimization [9] or molecular
dynamics [10] are the most commonlyused techniques for
1calculating structures from multiple data sources.
Although the fundamental theory behind these techniques
is sound (that is, modeling the physical forces, or
energies, that act upon atoms within a molecule), the
practicalities of the techniquerequire that approximations
be made to make problems more tractable. For example,
information derived from experiment or theory has been
incorporated into these models by adding pseudoenergy
terms into the general energy equations. One of the
earliest uses of energy-based algorithms with nonphysical
pseudoenergies was the use of experimental nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR)measurements (which provide
information about the distance between protons in a
molecule) as separate forces and the combinationof these
forces with the more traditional physically-based energy
terms [13, 14]. Although these approaches worked well
in defining protein structures from NMR
data, they also
illustrated one of the pitfalls of using the energy paradigm
for general protein-structure determination: the relative
strength of the energies was adjusted arbitrarily to make
the algorithms work. It was difficult to predict the
weights of the NMRpseudoenergies relative to the
weights used for the energies describing van der Waals,
1Distance geometry algorithms [11, 12] might also be
considered, but they are limited to the use of distance
information, and so do not represent a general solution to
the problemof combiningmultiple sources of data.

coulombic and other forces [14]. Essentially, these
weights had to be determinedempirically, and typically
the NMR
energies were given a huge weight compared
with weights on the other force terms (that is, they
dominatedthe calculation).
Theenergy-basedslructure methodsmay,therefore, not
be the best for combining
the multiplesourcesof data that
are gathered about protein structure: as nonatomic
representations are introduced, these algorithmsbecome
further removedfrom their theoretical bases, and it
becomesmoredifficult to guarantee their performance
characteristics. In addition, as these energy-based
techniquesare used in problemsthat are underconstrained
(that is, a single answeris not expected),theybecome
less
useful becauseof the difficulty of characterizingclearly
the full set of structuresthat is compatible
withthe data.
Wehave been workingon an alternative formulation of
the structural search space and the constraints that are
providedto it. Ourformulationis a Bayesianprobabilitybased one, in whichall constraints are represented as
probability distributions over parameters that are
calculable fromthe atomic coordinates. Theposition of
eachatomis also representedas a probabilitydistribution.
Thelanguageof probability is a natural common
language
for representing the available data sources, and this
common
languageallows the distributions of values (or
variance) within these data sources to be used and
compareddirectly. In the case of NMR
data mentioned
earlier, each measurementhas a variance based on the
characteristics of the experiment(usually about 3 to
A2), whereascovalent bondshave a variance of 0.01 2.
Therelative strengthsof these constraints (as represented
by their variance) are used by our algorithmto resolve
conflicts within the data set. Thus, for example,bond
lengthsthat deviatefromtheir expectedlength by 1 Aare
totally unacceptable, whereas NMR
measurementswith
the samedeviation are acceptable. Theother important
characteristic of probabilistic formulationsfor structure
calculationsis that they can provideexplicit estimatesof
the uncertainty in the atomiclocations. Theseestimates
are necessaryin cases wherethe structure in questionis
underconstrainedby the data set (a common
situation for
structure prediction)andalso are useful to programs
(such
as those based on energetics) that use the structures as
starting points for further refinement.In the following
sections, we illustrate someof the benefits of these
representations and algorithms in the context of
calculating the three-dimensionalstructure of transfer
RNA.
TheTertiary Structure of transfer RNA
Ouralgorithm,as outlinedlater, wasoriginallycreatedfor
analysis of protein structure fromNMR
data, andhas been
applied successfullyto that problem[15]. In this paper.
we describe application of our algorithm to the

determination of the three-dimensional topology of
WansferRNA(tRNA)structure. Recently, investigators
have beenable to analyze aligned sequencesof tRNAand
extract correlations that shedlight on the structure and
function of these molecules. For example,Gutell and
coworkers[16] have shownthat there are associations
within sets of RNAmoleculesthat provide information
aboutbase pairing andother structural interactions. These
interactions constrain the set of possible conformations
whichthe tRNAcan assume. In addition, Klinger and
Brutlag[17] havereplicated someof the results of Gutell
and haveframedtheir workin an explicitly conditionalprobabilistic framework.Wehavetaken the constraints
inferred by these investigations,andtested the hypothesis
that these constraints provide enoughinformation to
define the three-dimensionalstructure (and perhapssome
areas of detailed structure) for tRNA.Since there are
crystal structures knownfor two tRNAmolecules (and
their variants)[18, 19], wehave a wayto validate our
structures andto evaluatetheir utility in cases wherethe
structure is unknown. The problem of estimating
structure usingstatistical constraints is, in manyways,
ideally suited to our probabilistic approach:the data are
relatively sparse (high-resolution structures are not
expected),the uncertaintyin the position of each base is
of great interest (for example, in evaluating which
sectionsof the moleculeare well constrainedbythe data),
and the statistical correlations discovered by these
investigatorsdo not correspondto real physical forces or
energies. Other approachesto the problemof RNA
threedimensional structure prediction have been based on
symbolic constraint satisfaction [30], manualmodel
building [31, energy minimization and molecular
dynamics,and havebeen recently reviewedby Gautheret
and Cedergren [32]. Noneof these approaches are
focusedonthe uncertaintiesin the resulting structures.
Ourd_ataset wasprovidedby Klingler andBrutlag,and it
is summarized
here and is described in detail in [17].
After aligning 1208 sequences (using the standard
numberingconventions from 1 to 76 for bases), they
foundthree typesof positional correlations:
1. Therewereisolated base pair correlations in whicha
base at position i wasfoundto be highly correlated with
the identity of a baseat positionj. Thesecorrelationstook
the formof standardbasepairing (that is, if basei wasA,
then base j wasT), and wereobservedfor the following
pairs of bases: 8 and14, 15 and48, 19 and56, 54 and58.
2. Therewereruns of four or morebases correlated with
identical lengthruns ondistant parts of the sequencein an
antiparallel, base pairing sense. They found four
instances of highly correlated segmentsof sequencein
whichthe identity of base i was correlated with the
identity of base j (in the base pair sense mentioned),the
identity of base i+1wascorrelated with the identity of
base j-l, andso on for lengths of four to six bases. Such
Airman
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runs were found for 1-7 with 72-66 (the "stem-loop"
helix), 10-13 with 25-22 (D-stem), 27-31 with 43-39
(anticodonstem), and49-53 with 65-61(T-stem).
3. There were three-way correlations in which the
identity of basek correlatedto the identityof basesi andj,
and for whichi and j were correlated in a base pairing
sense. Base46 wasfoundto correlate with the 13-22base
1pair, andbase 9 correlatedwith the 12-23base pair.
Wepostulated that by makingassumptions about the
physical orientations implied by these correlations, we
could calculate the general topology of a typical tRNA
moleculefroma randomlygeneratedstarting structure.
Thus,the constraintsof type1 couldbe interpretedas lone
Watson-Crick
base pairs, the constraints of type 2 were
interpreted to be runs of base paired strands adoptingan
A-formdouble helix (the conformation of most often
assumed by RNA), the constraints of type 3 were
interpreted to be Hoogsteenthree-waybasepairs in which
a third bas hydrogenbonds to each of two Watson-Crick
bases [20]. The choice of A-formdouble helix can be
justified based on independentobservations that this
conformation is the most commonone for base paired
RNA.The Hoogsteenbase interaction is the most likely
explanationfor the strong correlations amongthree base
positions.
Methods
For the purposesof our initial calculations, wedecidedto
use a simplified representation of the RNAbases. Each
RNAbase was modeled as a single-sphere, and all
constraints betweenatomsin the bases were transformed
into constraintson the position of the spheresrepresenting
this bases. Thus,there wasa significant loss of precision,
since all atomswithin the nucleoside,phosphatebackbone
and ribose moieties (the maximum
dimension being
roughly 13 A) were mappedto a single point. We
experimentedwith two different representations: using
the center of mass(COM)
of the purine/pyrimidinegroup
and using the glycosylic nitrogen (GN). The
representation waspreferable becauseit is morecentral
than is the COM,
andso there wasless error (on average)
in the constraints. For example,since the GNis closer to
the backbone(phosphate and ribose) of the RNA,the
constraints that expressthe covalentconnectivitybetween
base i and base i+l have a much lower variance.
Interestingly, there is a larger varianceon the distance
betweenthe COMs
of base paired bases than for the GNs
of base paired bases--even though the GNsare a few
Angstromsfarther from the actual hydrogenbonds. This
observation indicates that the overall width of a base
paired, double-helical RNA
moleculeis, in somesense,
1Klinger and Brutlag also discovered correlations that
maycorrespondto base stacking interactions, but these
werenot usedin this calculation.
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moreprecisely conservedthan are the distances between
bases. Part of this conservationis probablydue to basetwist effects, whichare variable, and thus affect the
distance betweenCOMs
morethan they affect distance
between GNs.
Theadvantagesof a single-sphererepresentationincludea
greatly simplified search problem.Instead of trying to
position nearly 1700 heavy atoms (or more than 2000
atoms,if all hydrogensare included), weare positioning
only 76 (one for each base). Oncea rough topology
defined, wecan use the position of the single-sphere to
calculate an approximateposition for all the atoms,and
then perform a refinement of the full-atomic
representation. Therefinement subsequentlyexplores a
muchsmaller space, benefitting from the structure
generatedusing the simplified representation. Reduced
representations of this sort havebeen used in proteinstructure calculationsextensively[15, 21, 22].
Thedisadvantagesof the single-sphererepresentationare
clear. Thereis markedlyreducedprecision. In this case,
wepostulated that the relatively small amountof data
(covalent chemistryplus somestatistical correlations
correspondingto distances) wouldnot be sufficient to
specifya high-resolutionstructure, in anycase, andso we
acceptedthis limitation. In addition,the ability to use van
der Waalsconstraints effectively is greatly limited.
Whereas
a full atomicrepresentationof the nucleotideand
its backbonewould have an irregular van der Waals
surface (including a planar nucleosideandmoreextended
and globular backbone segment), the single-atom
representation allows only spherically symmetricchecks
for overlap. Thus, there is no doubt that our
representationaddsimprecisionto the calculation.
Constraints
Using a single-sphere approximation,centered on the
glycosylic nitrogen, wegenerateddistance constraints
corresponding
to eachof the correlationsdescribedabove.
1. Isolated basepairs: Wemeasuredthe meandistance
betweenbase paired bases (i and j) within the A-Form
crystal of RNA
(8.83 A), andincreasedthe varianceto 1.0
A2 to allowfor variations in the distance betweenGNsin
the case whena base pair occurs in isolation (in such
cases, the backbonecan adopt numerousconformations,
and so the intrinsic variability is muchgreater than the
variation of the samedistancewithina base paired double
helix). Wesupplied these values to the programfor each
of the isolatedbasepair correlations.
2. Base pair runs: Wemeasuredthe distances between
the GNswithin the A-formcrystal of RNA[[23]]. The
meandistance betweenbase paired bases (i and j) was
8.83 A, with a variance of 0.1 A2. Weincreased the
variance to 0.3 A2, to account for a relatively small

closely approachedin the A-formconformation,but is
otherwisea poor approximation
for mostcontact surfaces
betweenbases.
60

Outlineof the Algorithm
The double iterated Kalman filter (DIKF) is
probabilistic algorithmfor combiningmultiple uncertain
measurements
(with different variances) and calculating
the most likely structure compatible with these
constraints. It is describedin detail in [22, 24, 25]; we
summarize
it here.
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Figure 4. Graphical contour representation of final
coordinatecovafiancematrix. In this plot, darker shades
correspondto lowervalues. Thevariance of each base is
plotted along the diagonal, and correspondsto a contour
view of Figure 2. Thecovariancebetweenthe position of
bases is represented in the off-diagonals. Thus, for
example,there is a strong correlation in the position of
bases 19 and 55. On the other hand, there is little
correlation betweenthe position of bases60 and34.
sample(N=20). Wealso measuredthe distances between
the GNsof baseswithina six base run of helical structure,
in order to capture the helical structure of A-formRNA
(failure to provideinformationabouttwist wouldlead to
the possibility of base paired railroad tracks with no
spiral, andso this informationwasprovidedas part of our
assumption that the RNAadopted a double helical
structure). Weusedthese values for all runs of base pair
correlation.
3. ~: We measured the theoretical
distance
betweenGNsof the third base in a Hoogsteen
base triplet
fromtheother two bases tobe 9.5 A. Weset the variance
to a large value (3.0 ~,2) again to account for large
potential mobility.
In additionto these constraints, weprovidedconstraintsto
express the covalent linkage betweenneighboringbases i
and i+1, i+2, i+3 in an RNAmolecule. By manipulation
of graphical models of an RNApolymer, and
measurementof the GNdistances between sequential
bases, weestimated the meandistance betweenGNstobe
5.75 A with a variance of 3.2 A2. Finally, after similar
manipulationof molecular modelsof RNA,we imposeda
constraint that no two GNs(except those that are
neighborsin sequence)could be closer than 4.5/It. This
distance correspondsto the effective van der Waalsradii
for the glycosylic nitrogens. This minimum
distance is

Thereare three types of informationthat our algorithm
uses: an estimate of the meanposition of each point, an
estimate of the variance/covariance between all
coordinates of all points, and a representation of the
underlying modelof the data and its uncertainty. For
molecularstructure, the parametersto be estimatedare the
coordinates of atoms in three-dimensional space. We
represent the meanpositions of eachatomas a vector, x,
of length 3Nfor N atoms:
T
x=[xl Yl Zl x2 Y2 z2 ¯ ¯ ¯ XNYNZN]

[1]

The second element of our representation
is a
variance/covariance matrix for vector x. This matrix,
C(x), contains the autocovarianceinformationfor vector
x: the diagonal elementscontain the variances of each
element of x, whereas the off-diagonals contain the
covariances amongthe elements within x (for N atoms,
C(x)is of size 3Nx 3N)

[2]

C(x)

~ZN

The variance of each coordinate of an atom can be
extracted fromthe diagonaland providesthe uncertainty
in the location of that atom.Theoff-diagonalelementsof
the variance/covariancematrixcontain informationabout
the dependencebetween the coordinates of two atoms
(that is, the dependence
of the position of oneatomon the
position of the other). Eachoff-diagonal elementis
linear estimate of the relationship between two
coordinates.It is related to a correlationcoefficientbya
normalizationterm. If the elementis positive, then the
two coordinates are positively correlated. This
informationis critical to the search: wecan propagateto
other atomsa changein the position of a particular atom
Altman
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usingthis first orderestimateof their relationship.Thus,
the off-diagonal3 x 3 submatricesrepresent a summary
of
howthe position of one atomchangesas the position of
another is modified. Our representation, therefore,
resembles network data structures which allow linear
weightsbetweennodes[26]. As moreis learned about the
relationships betweenatoms,the networkof dependencies
grows(for a graphical exampleof a covariance matrix,
see Figure 3). Eventually, the movementof any atom
results in the concerted movementof all other atoms
based on this covariance information. The precise
mechanismsfor updating estimates of the meanvector
and covariancematrixusing probabilistic constraint are
discussedin [22, 24, 25].
Representationof Constraints
Wetake a constraint to be any informationthat constrains
the possible values of the coordinates. In general, we
modelconstraints in the followingform:
z = h(x) +

[3]

z is the measured
constraint(that is, the valueprovidedby
the experimental, theoretical or statistical source of
information), and can be scalar or vector. It is modeled
as havingtwoparts: the first part is (in general)a vector
function, h(x), whichis a function of the meanvector,
Thesecondpart of the model,v, modelsthe noise in the
system. Givena perfect measurements,
v is zero and the
measuredconstraint takes on the exact value of the model
function,h(x). In general, v, is a Gaussiannoise termthat
modelsthe degree of certainty in any given measurement.
Thus,for example,a data source with informationabout
the distance betweentwopoints wouldbe representedas a
functionof six elementsof the meanvector, x:
z=~( (xi-xj)2+(yi-yj)2+(zi-z

2 + v [4

]

If the distancemeasurement
refers to the distance between
twocarbonatomsin a covalentbond,then the variation in
v is extremelysmall (the covalent bonddistance varies
less than 0.1 Angstroms).If the distance measurement
refers to an experimentalmeasurement
from, for example,
NMR,then v will have larger variation (NMR
distances
vary by as muchas 5 A) [2]. For the purposes of this
paper, we shall use distance and variance estimates
derived from our statistical analyses of model RNA
moleculesand the correlation informationcollected by
Klingler and Brutlag. Wehave shownelsewhere[15, 27]
that the modelis general and accommodates
manyforms
of the function, It(x), including bondangles (nonlinear
functions of nine coordinates), and dihedral angles
(nonlinearfunctionsof twelvecoordinates).
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Givena set of probabilistic measurements
(such as the
distance constraints constructedearlier) and a starting
model(such as randomlyplacedpoint with high variance
an zerocovariance),our algorithmcalculates the vector of
meanpositionsthat best satisfies all the constraints. The
satisfaction,or error, e, of a constraintis expressed
as:
e=

z - h(x)

[51

Sincethe error is normalized
by variance,v, the algorithm
is able to use a uniformcriterion to determinewhethera
constraint is satisfied--withoutreferenceto the absolute
value of the constraint. This algorithmhas beentested
extensively and has been applied to problems in NMR
data analysis [15, 27]. It has been shownto have good
convergenceproperties, and to reliably find structures
with a low average and maximum
error [28]. It is
therefore well-suitedto the task of finding the range of
structures compatiblewith the statistical constraints on
tRNA
structure that wehaveextracted.
For the tRNAcalculations, each of the 76 GNswere
initially placed at randomwith coordinates varying
between0 and 60 ,~. Theinitial variances of each atom
were set to 5000 A2 to approximatethe volumeof the
tRNAmolecule(the maximum
dimensionof the molecule
is approximately70 A. If weset this to be roughly 1
standarddeviation(SD)for the initial uncertaintyin each
2 , for the base will be
baseposition, then the variance,SD
roughly5000A2). Thestandard parameterswere used for
runningthe DIKF
as describedin [24]. Therewerea total
of 432 distance constraints, including all the covalent
distancesandconstraints describedhere.
Results
Theinitial error for the randomlyplacedcoordinateshad
an average value of 72 SDwith a maximum
of 220 SD.
The DIKF converged to a stable optimumwith an
average error of 0.3 SDand a maximum
error 1.1 SD.
Figure1 showsa histogramof errors for the constraintsat
the endof the calculation.
Thetopologyof the tRNAstructure as calculated by our
procedure is shown in Figure 2. Wecompared the
structure withthe availablecrystal structures[18, 23], by
extractingthe locationof the GNsof the crystal structure.
The moleculehas an overall dimensionof roughly 75A.
The averageglobal RMSD
betweenthe crystal structures
andour calculatedstructures rangesfrom9.5 Ato 10.1 A,.
The global RMSD
betweendifferent crystal structures of
yeast phenylalaninetRNA,and betweenthese and yeast
aspartate tRNA,ranges from 1.5 to 4.0 A. A breakdown
of the segment-by-segment
RMSDs
is given in Table 1.
In general, the four double helical elements are well
def’medby the constraints that wereprovided.In addition,

extended regions of ui~ to 30 bases match the crystal
structure to within 5 A. The crystal structure itself
satisfies the constraints with an average error of 0.9 SD
and a maximumerror of 5.9 SD. The main area of ill
definition, accountingfor most of the large deviations, is
the region near the L-shapedhinge (residues 7 through 21,
and 50 through 60). The RMSDbetween crystal and
calculated structure is large in this region. The
significance of and reasons for this discrepancy are
discussed below.

The uncertainty in atomic position as calculated by our
methodis quite variable, as is shownin Figure 3. There
are four low-variance regions where the double-helical
elements are located. There is a large variation in the
connect~ regions, especially around bases 30 and 70.
The correlations between bases, as represented in the
covariance matrix, are shownin Figure 4. The diagonal
shows the variance of each individual base position,
whereas the off-diagonal regions indicate covariation.
Lack of data about the spatial relationship of two bases
corresponds to low covariance. As expected, there are
regions of high covariation near the diagonal for each of
the four helices. In addition, there is large covariation
between regions around base 19 and base 55. On the
other hand, the regions around base 35 and 52 show
relatively little covariation. The relative paucity of data,

200 -
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Figure 1. The frequency of errors (as defined in
Equation 5 within the text) of the 432 constraints
supplied to the program are plotted against the
magnitudeof the error. All constraints are satisfied to
less than 1.2 SD.

and high variances, in the region around bases 50 through
60 mayexplain the relative disorder and high uncertainty
in the hinge region.

Discussion
In an overall comparison, our structure matched the
crystals to about 10 A RMSD.Protein structures with
similar resolution are considered very low-resolution
structures. Nevertheless, we believe that our result is a
quite useful (in particular, as starting point for future
refinements) for four reasons. First, the dimensions of
tRNAmolecules (80 A in somedirections) are generally
larger than are the dimensions for the globular proteins
that are present in the Protein Data Bank, and so the error
relative to size is compatible with mediumresolution
protein structures. Second,there is considerable variation
in the segment-by-segment RMSD(Table 1) and the
relatively large deviation is due primarily to the relatively
disordered segments (residues 7 through 21, and 50
through 60) for which there are few data. Someregions
match the crystal quite well. Third, we are representing
with a single sphere all the atomsof each base, as well as
the backbone phosphate and ribose. The maximum
dimension of these componentsat a full atomic level of
detail is approximately 12 A. Thus, if we consider a
lattice built to contain a single base at each point, our
resolution is approximatelyequal to the grain size of this
lattice. Weare able, on average, to place the base in the
correct lattice point. Finally, there is evidence from
molecular dynamicssimulations of tRNAthat the angle of
the L-hingeis somewhat
arbitrary in the crystal structures.
Tung and coworkers have shown that the angle can vary
by as muchas 20 degrees [29]. Close examination of the
hinge region in thecrystal structures confirmsthat there is
a fair amountof unconstrainedstructure (in the sense that
there are fewer base pairs, and base stacking interactions
that were picked up by the correlation studies). We
therefore believe that, given our coarse representation, the
results reported here are reasonably good. The next step
in our work is to use multiatom representations for the
structure to decrease the variance in certain of our
constraints (especially the base-stacking interactions), and
to increase the sensitivity of the van der Waalspacking
constraints on structure.
Wehave run the algorithm 10 times (with different
random starting structures) to check for consistent
convergence.Interestingly, we observe that the algorithm
always converges on structures that are roughly 10 ,/k
RMSD
from the crystal structure and from each other. In
addition, we note that the crystal structure of tRNA
satisfies the constraints roughly as well as our calculated
structure. The uncertainty estimates shownin Figure 2
imply three-dimensional errors in the atomic location that
include the crystal structure (within 1 to 2 standard
deviations). Weconclude that, given our representation
of the objects and the constraints, there is an region in the

hyperspacewith radius of approximately
10 Athat defines
the regionof valid solutions. Weexpectthat the radius of

sucha spacewill decreaseas weincreasethe precision of
the representation(andthereforeof the constraints).

Conclusions

2. In the case of tRNA,it is possible to use statistical
correlations, knowledgeof basic nucleic-acid helical
geometry,and basic chemicalconstraints to calculate a
good starting three-dimensional topology. The RMSD
matchof this topology on a segment-by-segment
basis
ranges from 1.5 A to 10.0 ,/L The regions of higher
deviation correspondto regions of greater structural
uncertainty. Mostimportantly,the shapeof the molecule
is clearlydefined,as seenin Figure3.

In this paper, wehavedemonstratedthe applicability of
probabilistic algorithmsfor generating the topologyof
tRNAmolecules. The constraints used were based on a
physical interpretation of statistical correlations. Our
algorithmis novel in that it simultaneouslycalculates
estimates of the structure and the uncertainty in the
structure. As a first step toward calculating a tRNA
structure fromstatistical data, wehaveuseda simplified
representationanda physicalinterpretation of statistical
correlations. Wedrawfour conclusions:

3. Asingle-atomabstraction of an entire nucleotideis an
information-losing abstraction, but provides a great
simplification of the conformationalsearch space. We
havefoundthat the glycosylicnitrogenis preferableto the
center of mass of the purine or pyrimidine ring.
Thebenefitsof the reducednumberof degrees of freedom
within the molecule come at the cost of reduced
accuracy---especially
withrespect to the ability to check

1. Our current probabilistic implementation(using the
DIKF)is useful for structure determinationin cases of
sparse or high-noise data. It is able to combinedata
sources with different uncertainties using the laws of
probabilityfor resolvingpotential inconsistencies.
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Figure2. Thecalculated positional vaxianceof each base in the sequenceof the tRNA.Thevariance is lowestin
regionswherethere are runs of base pairs, implyinga helix, andconstrainingthe possible positionsfor eachbase.
Theregionat the endof the strand, andin the neighborhood
of bases 15 to 21 and 31 to 39 are the mostdisordered,
implyinga relative lack of dala abouttheir position. This is showngraphicallyin Figure3.
Segments Compared
All Bases
1-6 and 72-66
10-13 and 25-22
26-30 and 44-40
49-53 and 65-61
49-65
26-44

RMSD (A)
i0.I
1.7
2.8
1.3
1.3
5.5
3.4

Table h TheRMSdeviations betweensegmentsof the calculated tRNAstructure and a representative structure (4TNA)
fromthe PDB.Althoughthe global RMSD
is large, there are regions of high local agreement.
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